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Learn:

• The importance of accessing and analyzing log data.
• The four main approaches used to gain a Centralized Log
Management capability.

• Why you need Centralized Log Management.
• The key benefits derived from a Centralized Log
Management solution.

Intro
Data Transparency: "The ability to easily access and work with data no matter what application
created them." – PC Magazine.
At mid-sized enterprises with modest budgets and lean security teams, security leaders must
aggregate log data to leverage real-time transparency into security events. Centralized Log
Management (CLM) ingests log data into a data lake, an open repository for cost-effective data
transparency and analysis.
CLM is a necessity for revealing security events. Analyzing log data inside individual
security systems is tedious and impractical. Efficient, timely log management is
essential to safeguarding your data and your enterprise.
Working from a clear understanding of log data, you can consider
your options, then choose the best solution to guide the future of
log management at your organization. For most security leaders,
that's Centralized Log Management – a step ahead for everyone
managing logs manually and a foundational steppingstone before
considering SIEM.
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Understanding Log Data
Most IT systems produce the time-stamped event records we call log data. Logs from specific
systems such as firewalls, servers, active directory (AD), and endpoints are particularly valuable
for threat detection and investigation. Log data provides real-time breadcrumbs and indicators of
compromise that illustrate what cyber criminals are doing. You can watch the attack unfold, see
what it encompasses, and assess the outcomes. Without the cumulative picture, you can’t see the
attack or its effects. You can’t respond to what’s happening or what could logically follow.
Time is of the essence when it comes to attack detection. Having this data available for threat
detection and analysis is crucial. Log data from different sources provides context. While a single
event could be benign or malignant, context increases confidence in your assessments. It reduces
false positives, alert fatigue, and wasted analyst time. Context reduces false negatives and missed
detections so you can respond early in the attack lifecycle.
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Log Management Options
Your primary log management options include Manual Log Management, Centralized Log Management
(CLM), SIEMs, and MSSPs:
Manual Log Management
With manual log management, you don't have to buy additional log management products or
services. But security staff must examine firewall and security logs using separate tools. They
must make manual data comparisons from different logs to uncover ties between suspicious
yet seemingly isolated events. Some companies extract log data from separate sources and
consolidate the data set into an ad-hoc central repository, like MS Excel or Access. However,
the process is very slow and prone to error.
Security staff won't identify important security events until attacks have come and gone. Your
adversaries will have unfettered access, lateral movement, and dwell time to exfiltrate your
intellectual property and customer databases. They will have stolen or encrypted your precious
data with ransomware before you realize it. You may see the results in the news before you find
the evidence in your data. For these reasons, manual log management is increasingly expensive
over time.
Centralized Log Management
CLM is faster and more effective than manual log management. CLM eases and automates log
analysis. CLM quickly collects and analyzes the highest priority log data that is essential to
detecting security events.
You gain actionable insights using intuitive analysis and visualization tools to uncover threats and
attacks in progress. You can easily comply with regulatory requirements since you have access
to all the data. A CLM is a great vantage point to determine whether and when you may decide
to progress to a SIEM.

Threats to National Critical Infrastructure Force Centralized Log Management Mandates.
Part One.
Since the disastrous nation-state ransomware attacks on critical national infrastructure
this year, in mandates from the President's Executive Order, the OMB Memorandum, and
NIST updates to SP 800-92, it's all about centralized log management.
The President gave his Executive Order that "the Director of OMB, in consultation with the
Secretary of Commerce and the Secretary of Homeland Security, shall formulate policies
for agencies to establish requirements for logging, log retention, and log management,
which shall ensure centralized access and visibility for the highest-level security operations
center of each agency.
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Security Information and Event Management
A Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution combines Security Information
Management (SIM) with Security Event Management (SEM), layered on a foundation of Centralized
Log Management. SIEM leverages the log data aggregation of Centralized Log Management
using automated analysis, security event detection, and response. Responses can include
automatic resolution such as by blocking or dropping the malicious connection.
Some organizations use a SIEM but never take advantage of its full power, paying for more the
service than they need. It's better to start with CLM and get to know its features and benefits,
then use it as a building block toward a full SIEM if you decide you're ready for it. You’re grossly
overpaying and overcomplicating things if you only use a SIEM for CLM.
Managed Security Services Provider
You can outsource log management to a Managed Security Services Provider (MSSP), which
monitors and manages your environment, tracks your log data, and reconfigures your security
based on insights from that data. While most MSSPs can provide effective CLM, it’s relatively
expensive and takes control of your security out of your hands. You'll want to progress to CLM,
and even consider a SIEM before you're comfortable outsourcing everything to an MSSP.
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Why You Need Centralized Log Management
Centralized Log Management (CLM) provides the visibility and analytics required to uncover ransomware,
malicious bots, brute force attacks, insider threats, compromised user accounts, DDoS attacks, and
polymorphic threats. It does this by first ingesting all your log data into a data lake in real-time for
complete transparency.
The Data Lake.
"The global data lake market size was valued at USD 7.6 billion in 2019 and is expected to grow
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 20.6% from 2020 to 2027," according to
Grandview Research. Industries are increasingly leveraging the benefits of the data lake
to centralize large data sets of raw data for easy access and analysis. Data lakes work
with structured and unstructured data and without the requirements or hindrances of
relational schemas.

CLM pulls pertinent log data into the data lake as raw structured and unstructured data without
the relational schemas of data warehouses and databases. The approach saves processing
power and breaks data out of the silos of relational databases and applications that store and
use structured and unstructured data, saving it as flat files in a flat file system.
The flat file system of a data lake is ideal for sifting raw logs for security insights as it manages
real-time log data of any size. The data lake ensures that you analyze all the data together to
draw security insights.
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Threats to National Critical Infrastructure Force Centralized Log Management Mandates.
Part Two.
The OMB Memorandum that resulted from the Executive Order addressed Log Management
159 times. It specified the Log Management requirements for federal agencies and their
Security Operations Centers, including centralized log access.
The NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-92, Guide to Computer Security Log Management
revisions (forthcoming) are "informed by the August 2021 OMB Memorandum M-21-31,
"Improving the Federal Government's Investigative and Remediation Capabilities Related
to Cybersecurity Incidents," which addresses requirements in Section 8 of Executive
Order (EO) 14028."
NIST expects the revised SP 800-92 to focus on "log management principles, processes,
procedures, and planning for organizations. It will contain updated information and
recommendations, particularly to help organizations prepare to detect, respond to, and
recover from cybersecurity incidents in a mix of on-premises and cloud-based environments."

CLM enables data transparency with access across the breadth and into the depths of the data
using advanced search fields and filters. Advanced, targeted data queries pinpoint precursors
to cyberattacks. You can visualize the data insights using charts and graphs via an intuitive console.
CLM enables you to consider and implement real-time forensic analysis across large data sets.
You can analyze logs for Indicators of Compromise (IoC). IoC examples include the large file
transfers that point to data exfiltration and the vast number of file changes that identify encryption
by ransomware.
CLM provides the central repository that enables threat hunting so that you can search logs for
evidence of compromised endpoints, systems, and data. The NIST SP 800-53 RA-10 Threat Hunting
base security control in the NIST 800-53 publication, Revision 5, defines Threat Hunting as "the
proactive defense of a network by combining all security information and actively looking for threats."
Threat Hunting with CLM gives you the comprehensive transparency you need to uncover indicators
such as anomalous privileged account activity and anomalous outbound traffic.
CLM is your new regulatory compliance solution, automating reports for FISMA, GLBA, HIPAA, SOX,
and PCI DSS, for example, that regulatory bodies require. If you use European data, you must
demonstrate that European citizens' private information is secure. CLM can help you confirm
compliance with the GDPR.
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Benefits and Differentiators of a Robust Centralized
Log Management Solution
SaaS-based Centralized Log Management (CLM) brings cloud resources and scalability to bear,
encompassing logs of increasing size with real-time ingestion and analysis. A SaaS solution is
cost-effective, avoiding capital investments in infrastructure and human capital. You can often
leverage expertise at the Centralized Log Management provider rather than hire internal experts.
A SaaS CLM instantly collects and analyzes your highest priority log data, such as events from network
devices, SaaS apps, and EDR/XDR hosts to deliver accurate security insights based on relevant data.
Irrelevant data can slow or skew insights.
The service's intuitive analysis compares event characteristics such as user, geolocation, time stamp,
and anomalous user behavior against a baseline of expected activity. Event correlation recognizes
significant relationships between security events. It's essential to identify actions that attackers have
obfuscated to investigate these relationships.
Robust CLM provides actionable insights using intuitive analysis and visualization tools that uncover
suspicious activity and events. You can view, query, and correlate events from firewalls, active directory
(AD), and endpoints in a single forensic investigation.
SaaS CLM services bring internal expertise in log analysis and management so that you can connect
seemingly unrelated security events for transparency into multipronged attacks.
SaaS-based CLM enables you to comply and quickly assess compliance with regulatory requirements.
You can confirm compliance based on:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Automated audits
Automated reports on file access
Reports on unauthorized activity
Policy changes
Critical activities related to files or folders containing proprietary or regulated personal data
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Bridging Security Gaps with the Transparency of CLM
"A threat is a mirror of security gaps. A cyber threat is mainly a reflection of our weaknesses. An
accurate vision of digital and behavioral gaps is crucial for a consistent cyber-resilience," says
Stephane Nappo, Global Chief Information Security Officer, Groupe SEB.
Centralized Log Management improves the transparency of log data by collecting, integrating, and
normalizing the data inside the data lake. Audit reports are accessible via a web console so that you
can eliminate security gaps and oversights.
Once you understand how your adversaries broke through, you can adjust security accordingly to
eliminate the gaps.

Threats to National Critical Infrastructure Force Centralized Log Management Mandates.
Part Three.
These points are indicative of what the updated NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-92, Guide
to Computer Security Log Management will include:

1. Scope of log information: the type of logs to generate and retain.
2. Log retention: how long to keep logs and other relevant data.
3. Log protection: the technical methods to protect logs' integrity, provenance,
and confidentiality.

4. Log management practices: what log management practices organizations
should follow (for example, centralizing logs and integrating them with their SOC).

5. Information sharing: safeguarding log information sharing with external incident
response organizations and law enforcement.
NIST's motivation is clear: "Recent incidents have underscored how important it is for
organizations to generate, safeguard, and retain logs of their system and network
events, both to improve incident detection and to aid in incident response and recovery
activities. Logs that are retained for an extended period of time may be the only record an
organization has of what occurred during an incident to identify root cause."
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Cynet – Simplifying Log Collection and Analysis
Cynet Centralized Log Management (CLM) helps you quickly and easily uncover hidden threats within
your environment by providing visibility into your important log data. Collect, analyze and visualize
log data directly from your Cynet console without the need to access additional panes of glass.
You can also leverage Cynet CLM to create custom reports for assessing and demonstrating
compliance with industry standards.
Cynet created the world’s first autonomous breach protection platform, which natively unifies
mission-critical defenses and puts response actions on autopilot. Tap into existing log data to
analyze and uncover threats – with solutions and strategies from Cynet.
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